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Item

Descrição

sem IVA

com IVA

216 MHz Series
Portable Transmitters
M-216

Frequency synthesized, portable wireless microphone
transmitter in the 216 MHz band. Includes C-216 carrying
case, CB-36 ST aux input cable, LW-216 1/4-wave wire whip
antenna, and BC-216 belt clip.

€724,20

€890,77

M-216 Option 1

Frequency synthesized, portable wireless microphone
transmitter in the 216 MHz band with microphone mute
switch. Includes C-216 carrying case, CB-36 ST aux input
cable, LW-216 1/4-wave wire whip antenna, and BC-216 belt
clip.

€757,86

€932,17

M-216 Option P7

Frequency synthesized, portable transmitter with BNC RF
output, dedicated aux or line level input, and extended
low frequency response. Includes C-216 carrying case,
SLW-216 loaded flexible helical antenna with BNC connector,
CB-36 XLRF aux input cable, and BC-216 belt clip.

€793,56

€976,08

Base Station Transmitters
BST 25-216

Frequency synthesized, base station transmitter. Accepts mic
or line level audio input. Includes 12-volt DC power supply,
TWA-216 telescoping whip antenna, and C-16 carrying
case.

€2 093,04

€2 574,44

BST 25-216 RMK

Frequency synthesized, base station transmitter. Accepts mic
or line level audio input. Includes 12-volt DC power supply
and RMK-25-216 rack mount.

€2 093,04

€2 574,44

BST 75-216 P

Programmable mini base station transmitter with Pro Audio
EQ. Operates on 10 standard wide-band companded
channels in the 216 MHz band for use with PR-216 receiver.
Accepts balanced line level with XLR input and electret
microphone or aux level inputs with 1/4" phone plug.
Includes 12-volt universal switching power supply, SLW 75216 loaded flexible helical antenna, and C-75 carrying case.

€895,56

€1 101,54

BST 75-216 CW

Programmable mini base station transmitter with
Communications EQ. Operates on 10 standard wide-band
companded channels in the 216 MHz band for use with PR216 receiver. Accepts balanced line level with XLR input and
electret microphone or aux level inputs with 1/4" phone plug.
Includes 12-volt universal switching power supply, SLW 75216 loaded flexible helical antenna, and C-75 carrying case.

€895,56

€1 101,54

BST 75-216 CWN

Programmable mini base station transmitter with
Communications EQ. Operates on 5 standard wide-band
companded channels for use with the PR-216 receiver and 5
standard narrow-band, non-companded channels for use
with in-ear receivers. Accepts balanced line level with XLR
input and electret microphone or aux level inputs with 1/4"
phone plug. Includes 12-volt universal switching power
supply, SLW 75-216 loaded flexible helical antenna, and C75 carrying case.

€895,56

€1 101,54
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Receivers
PR-216

Frequency synthesized personal receiver operating in the 216
MHz band. Includes P-11 storage pouch and BC-216 belt
clip.

€503,88

€619,77

PR-216 Option P7

PR-216 receiver with BNC connector and SLW-216 flexible
helical whip antenna in place of the standard volume control
knob with separate audio output level adjustment control.
Includes CB-36 XLRM audio output cable, P-11 storage
pouch, and BC-216 belt clip.

€574,26

€706,34

76-88 MHz Series
Base Station Transmitters
BST-25

Frequency synthesized, base station transmitter. Accepts mic
or line level audio input. Includes 12-volt DC power supply,
TWA-72 telescoping whip antenna, and C-16 carrying case.

€2 153,22

€2 648,46

BST-25 RMK

Frequency synthesized, base station transmitter. Accepts mic
or line level audio input. Includes 12-volt DC power supply,
and RMK-25 Rack Mount.

€2 153,22

€2 648,46

€503,88

€619,77

Receiver
PR-216 76-88

Frequency synthesized personal receiver operating in the 7688 MHz band. Includes P-11 storage pouch and BC-216 belt
clip.

72-76 MHz Series
Transmitters
M-175

Frequency synthesized, portable wireless microphone
transmitter with microphone mute switch operating in the
72-76 MHz band. Includes C-216 carrying case, and BC-216
belt clip.

€747,66

€919,62

BST-75

Frequency synthesized, programmable base station
transmitter operating on all standard letter channels in the 7276 MHz range. Includes 12-volt AC power supply, TWA-75
telescoping whip antenna, and C-75 carrying case.

€818,04

€1 006,19

€313,14

€385,16

N/A

N/A

Receivers
PR-75a

Programmable, AutoSmart-Tuning receiver for personal
communication and assistive listening applications. Tunes all
standard letter channels in the 72-76 MHz band. Includes P11 storage pouch and BC-216 belt clip.

FP-75

Field Channel Programmer for PR-75a. Provides a quick
and convenient way to program specific channels for large
numbers of receivers.

Assistive Listening Systems
Large Area Assistive Listening System
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Complete assistive listening installation system for houses of
worship, theaters, and auditoriums. System includes BST-75
synthesized base station transmitter, two PR-75a AutoSmartTuning receivers, two SM-N earphone or LS-3 headsets,
RMK-75 rack mount, RDA-2B remote dipole antenna, and 12volt AC power supply. Operates in the 72-76 MHz band.
(Assistive Listening Plaque included upon request.)

€1 542,24

€1 896,96

€1 517,76

€1 866,84

€1 826,82

€2 246,99

€1 826,82

€2 246,99

Personal FM Systems
AT-216

AT-216 Enviro-Mic

AT-216 Smart-Mic

Digitally synthesized wireless auditory assistance kit.
Includes M-216 wireless microphone transmitter, CM-183 RT
omni-directional lapel microphone, PR-216 personal receiver,
NTC-102 neckloop transductor, SM-N earphone assembly,
NBC 9-3-2 digital fast charger, two NH9-200 Ni-MH
rechargeable batteries, CB-36 ST auxiliary audio input cable,
FWA-216 flexible whip antenna, TM-10 conference table
microphone adapter, and C-216 carrying case.
Digitally synthesized wireless auditory assistance kit with
plug-in Enviro-Mic environmental microphone. Includes M216 transmitter, CM-183 RT lapel microphone, PR-216
receiver with M-4020P plug-in Enviro-Mic, NTC-102
neckloop transductor, SM-N earphone assembly, NBC 9-3-2
digital fast charger, two NH9-200 Ni-MH rechargeable
batteries, CB-36 ST auxiliary audio input cable, FWA-216
flexible whip antenna, TM-10 conference table microphone
adapter, two BC-216 belt clips, and C-216 carrying case.
Digitally synthesized wireless auditory assistance kit with
plug-in Smart-Mic environmental microphone. Includes M216 transmitter, CM-183 RT lapel microphone, PR-216
receiver with M-4020P plug-in Smart-Mic, NTC-102 neckloop
transductor, SM-N earphone assembly, NBC 9-3-2 digital
fast charger, two NH9-200 Ni-MH rechargeable batteries, CB36 ST auxiliary audio input cable, FWA-216 flexible whip
antenna, TM-10 conference table microphone adapter, two
BC-216 belt clips, and C-216 carrying case.

Discrete Cueing & Personal Communications
RC-216

ALS-216

Receive-A-Cue System. Includes M-216 option 1 wireless
microphone transmitter with microphone mute switch, CM183 RT lapel microphone, PR-216 receiver, NTC-102
neckloop transductor, SM-N earphone assembly, IR-230D
universal-fit digital ear-canal inductor receiver, CB-36 ST aux
input cable, LW-216 1/4 wave wire whip antenna, P-1 beltclip carrying pouch, two BC-216 belt clips, and C-216
carrying case.
Personal Trainer System. Includes M-216 option 1 wireless
microphone transmitter with microphone mute switch, CM183 RT lapel microphone, WM-183 windscreen, PR-216
receiver, two MDR-J10 (L/R) mono headphone sets, two BC216 belt clips, and C-216 carrying case.

€1 902,30

€2 339,83

€1 421,88

€1 748,91

Earphones & Transductor
LS-3

High-performance, lightweight, single down-lead, dual
headphone with mono mini-plug. For use with all COMTEK
personal receivers.

€45,90

€56,46

SM-N

Powerful, high-definition, miniature hearing aid type single
earphone assembly. Includes ear-tip, ear-hanger, and CB-30
cable. For use will all COMTEK personal receivers.

€45,90

€56,46
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MDR-J10

Two behind-the-ear headphones for use with the ALS-216
Personal Trainer (one single right-ear earphone, and one
single left-ear earphone).

€48,96

€60,22

NTC-102

Neckloop transductor for use with the AT-216 personal FM
system providing hearing aid T-coil compatibility, and for use
with the RC-216 Receive-A-Cue system providing IR-230
induction receiver compatibility.

€96,90

€119,19

Microphones, Clips & Windscreens
CM-183 RT

Omni-directional electret condenser microphone with a 36"
long cord and 2.5 mm right-angle connector for use with the
M-216.

€122,40

€150,55

CM-183 RTL

Omni-directional electret condenser microphone with a 48"
long cord and 2.5 mm right-angle connector for use with the
M-175.

€122,40

€150,55

HM-100 C

Headworn, uni-directional microphone with a 36" cord and
2.5 mm connector for use with the M-216.

€147,90

€181,92

HM-100 CL

Headworn, uni-directional microphone with a 48" cord and
2.5 mm connector for use with the M-175.

€147,90

€181,92

HH-185

Handheld, uni-directional boom microphone allows the
standard M-216 transmitter to be used as a handheld
wireless microphone transmitter.

€313,14

€385,16

MC-183

Microphone clip for all CM-183 type microphones.

€10,20

€12,55

WM-183

Windscreen for all CM-183 type microphones.

€14,28

€17,56

WM-100

Windscreen for all HM-100 type head-worn microphones.

€9,18

€11,29

Cables
CB-36 ST

36" long 3.5 mm stereo to 3.5 mm mono auxiliary audio input
cable for M-216 transmitter's aux input.

€58,14

€71,51

CB-36 STP

36" long 3.5 mm stereo to 3.5 mm mono auxiliary audio input
cable with RF isolation for M-216 transmitter's aux input.

€67,32

€82,80

CB-36 1/4

36" long 1/4” stereo to 3.5 mm mono auxiliary audio input
cable with RF isolation for M-216 transmitter’s aux input.

€67,32

€82,80

CB-36 XLRF

36" long XLR-F to 3.5 mm mono auxiliary audio input cable
with RF isolation for M-216 transmitter's aux input.

€73,44

€90,33

CB-36 XLRM

36" long 3.5 mm stereo to XLR-M audio output cable with RF
isolation for PR-216 option 7 receiver.

€73,44

€90,33

Antennas
SLW-216

Short, flexible helical whip antenna for M-216 Option P7 and
PR-216 Option P7.

€54,06

N/A

SLW 216-75

Short, flexible helical whip antenna with right angle BNC
connector for all BST 75-216 type mini base station
transmitters in the 216 MHz band.

€58,14

€71,51

LW-216

1/4-wave wire whip antenna for use in mic input on standard
M-216 type transmitters when only aux input is used.

€34,68

€42,66
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MO-Loaded MAG

Loaded whip antenna with magnetic mount. Includes 14 ft.
coax cable to BNC connector. Available from 72-76 MHz, 7682 MHz, and 82-88 MHz. Please specify frequency when
ordering.

€115,26

€141,77

MO-1/4 Wave MAG

1/4-wave antenna with magnetic mount. Includes 14 ft. coax
cable to BNC connector. Available from 72-76 MHz, 76-82
MHz, 82-88 MHz, and 216 MHz. Please specify frequency
range when ordering.

€115,26

€141,77

MO-Loaded

Loaded whip antenna with permanent mount for vehicle
installation. Includes 14 ft. coax cable to BNC connector.
Available from 72-76 MHz, 76-82 MHz, and 82-88 MHz.
Please specify frequency when ordering.

€115,26

€141,77

MO-1/4 Wave

1/4-wave antenna with permanent mount for vehicle
installation. Includes 14 ft. coax cable to BNC connector.
Available from 72-76 MHz, 76-82 MHz, 82-88 MHz, and 216
MHz. Please specify frequency range when ordering.

€115,26

€141,77

Mini-Mite 216

1/2 wave antenna for use with the BST 25-216 and BST 75216 type transmitters in the 216 MHz band.

€224,40

€276,01

PRA-216

Phase Right Antenna. Efficient, general purpose antenna for
use with the BST 25-216 and BST 75-216 type transmitters in
the 216 MHz band. Includes 14 ft. coax cable with BNC
terminating connector.

€327,42

€402,73

PRA 76-88

Phase Right Antenna for use with the BST-25 synthesized
transmitter in the 76-88 MHz band. Includes two antenna
whips for 76-82 MHz and 82-88 MHz, and 25 ft. coax cable
with BNC terminating connector.

€363,12

€446,64

PRA-72

Phase Right Antenna. Efficient, general purpose antenna for
the 72-76 MHz band. Includes 25 ft. coax cable with BNC
terminating connector.

€339,66

€417,78

PRA-B

Wall-mounting bracket for all Phase Right Antennas.

€51,00

€62,73

RDA-2B

Remote dipole antenna with 25 ft. of coax cable with BNC
terminating connector. Available from 72-76 MHz and 216
MHz. Please specify frequency when ordering.

€92,82

€114,17

TWA-216

Telescoping whip antenna for BST 25-216 in the 216 MHz
band.

€34,68

€42,66

TWA-72

Telescoping whip antenna for BST-25 base station
transmitter in the 76-88 MHz band.

€29,58

€36,38

TWA-75

Telescoping whip antenna for BST-75 mini base station
transmitter in the 72-76 MHz band.

€29,58

€36,38

Batteries & Battery Chargers
NBC 9-3-1

Single bay diagnostic digital fast charger will charge one
portable transmitter or receiver. Charges 9-volt and/or 3-volt
Ni-MH rechargeable batteries.

NBC 9-3-2

Dual bay diagnostic digital fast charger will charge two
portable transmitters and/or receivers. Charges 9-volt
and/or 3-volt Ni-MH rechargeable batteries.

NBC 9-3-12

Portable, diagnostic digital fast charger/storage case will
charge up to 12 portable transmitters and/or receivers.
Charges 9-volt and/or 3-volt Ni-MH rechargeable batteries.

NH9-200

Rechargeable 9-volt, 7 cell Ni-MH battery for use with all
COMTEK 9-volt products.
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Rechargeable high capacity AA Ni-MH battery for use with
PR-75a receiver.

€9,18

€11,29

Carrying Cases and Pouches
P-1

Belt-clip carrying pouch with zipper top for COMTEK
portable transmitters and receivers.

€19,38

€23,84

P-11

Velcro-top storage pouch for COMTEK portable transmitters
and receivers.

€13,26

€16,31

BC-216

Snap-on belt clip for COMTEK portable transmitters and
receivers.

€9,18

€11,29

C-216

Carrying case for two portable transmitters and/or receivers
and accessories.

€34,68

€42,66

C-216-4

Carrying case for four portable transmitters and/or receivers.

€38,76

€47,67

C-216-10

Carrying case for ten portable transmitters and/or receivers.

€67,32

€82,80

C-16

Carrying case for one BST-25 or BST 25-216 base station
transmitter, one receiver, and accessories.

€58,14

€71,51

C-75

Carrying case for one BST-75 base station transmitter and
accessories.

€39,78

€48,93

Rack Mounts
RMK-25-216

Rack-mounting faceplate for one BST 25-216 base station
transmitter.

€86,70

€106,64

RMK-25-216-2

Rack-mounting faceplate for two BST 25-216 base station
transmitters.

€102,00

€125,46

RMK-25

Rack-mounting faceplate for one BST-25 base station
transmitter.

€86,70

€106,64

RMK-25-2

Rack-mounting faceplate for two BST-25 base station
transmitters.

€102,00

€125,46

RMK-75

Rack-mounting faceplate for one BST-75 or
BST 75-216 base station transmitter.

€46,92

€57,71

RMK-75-2

Rack-mounting faceplate for two BST-75 or
BST 75-216 base station transmitters.

€48,96

€60,22

RMK-75-4

Rack-mounting faceplate for four BST-75 or
BST 75-216 base station transmitters.

€57,12

€70,26

MBS-216

Free standing snap-in mounting bracket and stand for one M216 Option P7 transmitter or PR-216 Option P7 receiver.

€67,32

€82,80

MB-216

Velcro mounting snap-in bracket for one M-216 Option P7 or
PR-216 Option P7 receiver.

€24,48

€30,11
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